
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
principal enterprise architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for principal enterprise architect

Provide expertise in TOGAF and Scaled Agile methodologies, training and
providing leadership to other architects
Work with Framework, Security, and AppDev Engineering teams to
rationalize and separate existing framework boundaries with non-framework
components to ensure teams know how and where to focus their efforts
Develop a framework & common component inventory across the XO code
base identifying function and ownership
Identify, design, and deliver one net-new high-use common framework or
component for use by the AppDev organization
Work with Framework, Security, and PaaS teams to generate new solution
ideas looking forward to latest OMS and Platform solutions
Work with all Framework Engineering teams to design and deliver high use,
high value, framework level APIs
Works closely with Domain subject matter experts (business & technology)
and business architects to develop level 2/3 domain architecture roadmaps
and plans
Understands, communicates, and is an advocate for local business and
technology needs across all global Markets
Partners with global and geography leaders to ensure technology alignment
Provides technology guidance and insight to various business & technology
Domain leaders

Example of Principal Enterprise Architect Job
Description
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Designing and recommending governance structures and control frameworks
for ongoing data and information management
Breadth of expertise in private and public Cloud Computing
Expert level ability to interact with senior leadership
Deep Understanding of Services Business across the various lines of services
Minimum 15 years’ experience in storage area, with abound experience of
celebrated architecture design for more than two storage replication project
(such as SRDF/Mirror View/ Universal Replicator)
Deep understanding with industry celebrated replication software, such as
SRDF, GAD, Metro Cluster, Time finder, Universal Replicator, VPLEX, Recover
Point, Golden Gate, Data Guard


